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Abstract: A part from any incompatible blood transfusion, anti-erythrocyte alloimmunization is observed to pregnant
women. It is the result of the passage of red blood cells carrying antigens different from those of the mother during pregnancy
and delivery. The Rhesus D system is the most involved; but there are also other systems involved in this alloimmunization.
Non-transfusion alloimmunization is an extremely rare event in the order of 1 of 4000 to women in Europe and in most cases
concerns the Rhesus D. In sub-Saharan Africa, there are no statistics collected on foeto-maternal alloimmunization. As part of
our postgraduate thesis on the sensitization status of red blood cells to acridine, we used the technique of looking for irregular
agglutinins. The goal was to find anti-erythrocyte alloimmunization to blood donors in sub-Saharan Africa. We conducted a
two-year multicenter prospective and descriptive study of 903 blood donors in Côte d'Ivoire, Benin and Cameroon. The
samples were analyzed in the laboratories of the National Blood Transfusion Center of Côte D'Ivoire and Frankfurt according
to the technique of the RAI gel card of the BIORAD company after centrifugation and incubation using test red cells treated
with S-303. In the case of a positive reaction, identification is made by a panel of red blood cells in the different blood group
systems. In our study population, there is a male predominance with a male/female ratio of 7.42. We found a very low
prevalence of alloimmunization to non-transfused blood donors (0.9% or 8 cases out of 902). 4 anti-erythrocyte antibodies
have been identified (1 Ac anti D and 3 AC anti S); 2 pan-agglutination, 2 unidentified Ac (insufficient serum) and suspicion
of anti-glutathione. Anti-erythrocyte alloimmunization to sub-Saharan Africa blood donor is about 0.9% in our series. It
remains high compared to European data. This alloimmunization is mainly observed to women with low frequency antigens to
black peoples.
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1. Introduction
Alloimmunization is defined as the immunization against
an antigen that is absent from the individual of the same

species of which he has another antigen defining his group.
The development of an immunization supposes:
1. Contact between a blood group antigen and the body
that does not have it
2. The reaction of the body with the production of specific
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antibodies for the target unknown blood group antigen.
3. Formation of immune complexes at the origin of tissue
immunohemolysis. There are two circumstances of
immunization.
4. Pheno-incompatible blood transfusions.
5. Pregnancies to women.
Apart from any incompatible blood transfusion, antierythrocyte alloimmunization is observed to pregnant
women. It is the result of the passage of red blood cells with
antigens different from those of the mother during pregnancy
and delivery. The Rhesus D system is the most involved; but
there are also other systems involved in this
alloimmunization [1] Non-transfusion alloimmunization is an
extremely rare event in the order of 1/4000 to women in
Europe and in the majority of cases concerns Rhesus D [3-7].
In sub-Saharan Africa, there are no collected statistics on
fetal-maternal alloimmunization. In our postgraduate thesis
about the sensitization status of blood cells to acridine in
Sub-Saharian Africa, we used the technique of irregular
agglutinins research. The goal was to find anti-erythrocyte
alloimmunization to blood donors in sub-Saharan Africa.

2. Methodology
We conducted a multicenter prospective and descriptive
study of 903 blood donors collected in Côte d'Ivoire, Benin
and Cameroon. The study lasted from June 2015 to January
2017. Blood samples were collected from voluntary blood
donors, of all sexes, aged 18 to 65 years, who gave their
consent for the study and participated at the medical
consultation to donate blood. Blood donors who have been
recalibrated for a positive viral marker, those whose
additional tube samples may cause a blood volume surge and
those who have not given their informed consent to
participate to the study have been excluded. Samples were
taken on EDTA tube and after centrifugation for 5 minutes at
3400 rpm, they were frozen at -20°C (for samples from
Cameroon and Benin) before shipment to Côte d’Ivoire and -

80°C for samples from the Côte D’Ivoire. Samples from
Benin and Cameroon were transported in carboglass to
Abidjan. The samples were analyzed according to the
technique of the RAI with gel card of the company BIORAD
after centrifugation and incubation using test red cells treated
with S-303 and glutathion. In the case of a positive reaction,
identification is made by a panel of red blood cells in the
different blood group systems.

3. Results
In our study population, there were 106 women for 787
men (sex-ratio: 7.42). Donors are mostly students in 48% of
cases. In Côte D’Ivoire, we recorded 63% of regular donors
against 37% of new donors. In Benin and Cameroon, these
were new donors in the majority of cases (75%).
Table 1. Summary Table of RAI by Source of Samples.
Country
Cameroum
Benin
Cote d’Ivoire
Total

Number of Sample
272
297
334
903

Negative
266
296
333
895

Positive
06
01
01
8

We found 6 positive RAI in Cameroon, 1 in Benin and 1 in
Ivory Coast.
Overall RAI results

Figure 1. The RAI results

Less than 1% of Sub-Saharan blood donors have
erythrocyte allo antibodies.

Table 2. Results of antibody identification.
Indentification of
Antibodies (n = 9)
Pan-Agglutination
Allo-Antibodies
Others Antibodies

Cote D'IVOIRE (n= 1)
Anti D
Anti S
unknown specificity
Probably Antiglutathion

0
0
0
1

4. Discussion
The 903 blood donors collected in the 3 countries namely
Côte d'Ivoire (334), Benin (292) and Cameroon (237), all met
the criteria for blood donation ability. Our blood donor
population is young with an average age of 37.5 years, a
minimum age of 21 years and a maximum of 63 years. In
Africa, most studies report very young blood donor
populations with an average age of 26 years [2-5]. The work

Countries
Benin (n=1)
0
0
1
0
0

Cameroun (n=7)
2
1
2
1
0

of the French blood transfusion research group reported a
population of usually young blood donors, with an average
age of 26 years (17-60 years) [6]. The average age of our
study population is higher than that reported in most African
countries. This is due to the fact that for this study we
favored the recruitment of regular blood donors; but this
could also be due to selection bias as we achieved
recruitment only for 3 weeks in a row in the year. We
recruited 85% of men for 15% of women. The sex ratio is
5.8. Most studies have also shown male predominance
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among blood donors in sub-Saharan Africa with a sex ratio
ranging from 3 to 5 men for 1 woman [2-6]. This difference
can be explained on the one hand, by many contraindications
to blood donation to women including among others the
arterial hypotension, anemia, menstruation, pregnancy, the
presence of fibroma, breastfeeding and low body weight.
Biologically, by technic of Irrigular Agglutinins research
(RAI) using red cells test treated with S-303 and glutathione,
the presence of possible alloimmunization to blood donors in
sub-Saharan Africa was investigated. Apart from the natural
erythrocyte antibodies of the ABO system, the presence of an
antibody directed against an antigen of another system in
most cases, involves blood transfusion [7, 8]. Cases of
alloimmunization can be observed to women in obstetric
situations. They involve low frequency antigens most often
in the mother and high frequency antigens present on the
surface of the baby's red blood cells [9-14].
Alloimmunization is a phenomen on very little studied in the
African series. Most studies focus on the prevalence of viral
markers. However, in the blood products, the studies carried
out report significant allo-immunizations between 5 and 30%
[15-22]. In our study, we found a very low prevalence of
alloimmunization to non-transfused blood donors (0.9% or 8
cases out of 902 donors). In Africa, the frequency of
alloimmunization without blood transfusion is not
documented. In Europe it is mostly reported in obstetric
situations. It is in the order of 1/4000 births in France [23,
24]. In our study, we have 7 alloimmunizations to young
women whose average age is 26 years. We were unable to
obtain information on obstetrical history, but all were of O
negative blood group. The identification of the antibodies
could be made only in 4 cases: - 1 anti-D antibodie- 3 anti S
antibodiesThe Côte d'Ivoire sample did not reveal antierythrocyte antibodies. This is probably an anti-glutathione
antibody because the red cells test used were treated with S303 and Glutathione. The degradation product of S-303
which is S-300 was not found in the identification of the
positive sample. We therefore concluded with the probable
presence of an anti-glutathione antibody.
This maternal immunization is the consequence of a foetomaternal incompatibility. It is more important in the MNS
system, especially with the S antigen. Our results are
different from those found in Europe. In fact, the European
series report 0.9 cases per 1000 births for the foeto-maternal
incompatibility against RH D and 0.5 cases per 1000 births
for the other systems [23, 24].
Indeed, the occurrence of anti-D antibodies to woman
outside any transfusion context is explained by an obstetric
episode. A mother RH D (-) who has been pregnant with a
man RH D runs the risk of developing anti-D antibodies in
the event of miscarriage, abortion (IVG) or delivery without
administration of serum anti D. In addition to the Rh system,
other blood group systems may be involved in
alloimmunization apart from any blood transfusion [25, 26].
Very often, these antibodies occur for low frequency antigens
as can be observed for the MNS phenotype: -3, -4, -5 (S-s-U) in the African population. It is therefore immunization of
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the mother against the high frequency antigen carried by
the fetal red cells. Some specificities of antibodies, such
as anti-RH3 (anti-E) or antiRH8 (anti-Cw), are sometimes
observed despite the absence of transfusion or obstetric
episodes. This hypothesis will be evoked only if it’s
exclude the implication of the episodes of immunization
(transfusion of RBCs negative for the incriminated antigen,
no obstetric antecedents involved). Two samples from
Cameroon showed pan-agglutination. The identification
could not be made for lack of sufficient serum. A third
serum from Cameroon had a positive RAI, but for lack of
sufficient serum, we were unable to do identification. The
pan agglutination was due to the presence of double
populations to these blood donors. We were unable to
provide an explanation for this because of the lack of
epidemiological data on these donors. However, we
believe that using caucasiane cells identification could
explain the absence or difficulty of identifying certain
anti-erythrocyte antibodies to sub saharian African
peoples.

5. Conclusion
Anti-erythrocyte alloimmunization to sub-Saharan Africa
blood donors is about 0.9% in our series. It remains high
compared to European data. This alloimmunization is mainly
observed to black women with low frequency antigens. This
study demonstrate the importance of performing erythrocyte
blood phenotyping to blood donors and also achieving RAI
to women. The identification of these antibodies from
European red blood cell panel also has a problem. It would
therefore be desirable to establish identification panels from
black African subjects because the mapping of the
erythrocyte phenotypes of the Sub saharians Africans differs
from that of the Caucasian. It also involves carrying out
complete erythrocyte blood phenotyping of women of
childbearing age and comparing it to that of their spouse in
case of a child's desire to conceive.
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